Preventive diplomacy and peacemaking. It has become clear that preventive diplomacy is only one of a class of actions that can be taken to prevent disputes ... 

Chapter I. Preventive diplomacy and peacemaking. 68. Early warning is now universally agreed to be a necessary condition for effective preventive diplomacy.

I bear them all in mind as, in the present report, I turn to the problems that the Council has specifically requested I consider: preventive diplomacy, peacemaking ...

Peacemaking

Usually the negotiators are official diplomats, although citizens are getting involved in the peacemaking process more and more. While they do not negotiate ...
5. Preventive Diplomacy
unjobs.org/topics/political-and-legal...of.../preventive-diplomacyCached - Similar
You +1’d this publicly. Undo
20+ items – Information sources for Preventive Diplomacy from the United ...
29. An agenda for peace: preventive diplomacy, peacemaking29. An agenda ...
preventive Diplomacy in west africa GbehewEST ...
6. UNITAR-IPI Fellowship Programme in Peacemaking and Preventive ...
www.unitar.org/pmcp/fellowship-programmeCached - Similar
You +1’d this publicly. Undo
UNITAR-IPI Fellowship Programme in Peacemaking and Preventive Diplomacy. This annual ...
7. Diplomacy and Peacemaking: Professor Margaret P. Karns | Foreign ...
www.foreignaffairs.com/.../diplomacy-and-peacemaking-professor-...
You +1’d this publicly. Undo
This special topics course, "Diplomacy and Peacemaking," will focus on diplomacy, negotiation, and mediation as techniques for ending (or preventing) armed ...
8. Religion in Diplomacy and Peacemaking, PRIO project
www.prio.no/Research-and-Publications/Project/?oid=95721Cached
You +1’d this publicly. Undo
This international conference, entitled 'Mapping the Terrain: Religion in Diplomacy and Peacemaking', will be held in Oslo on 7–9 February 2005. The overall ...
9. Diplomacy And Peace-Making: Women's Voices Must Be Heard ...
www.weastmagazine.net/.../diplomacy-and-peace-making-women’s-...Cached
You +1’d this publicly. Undo
Apr 18, 2011 – Astghik Injeyan (Yerevan) - Role of women in wartime and in peace-building.
10. Diplomacy
www.sais-jhu.edu/cmtoolkit/approaches/peacemaking/diplomacy.htmCached
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Conflict Management Toolkit | Approaches | Peacemaking. Diplomacy. Diplomacy - the practice of conducting relations between actors with the intent to ...

MEDIATION, MEDIATORS
Arkansas Democrat-Gazette - Mediator to tackle Senegal impasse
outside24.pressdisplay.com/epaper/.../viewer.aspx?...
You +1’d this publicly. Undo
DAKAR, Senegal — Former Nigerian President Olusegun Obasanjo arrived in Senegal on
Tuesday to mediate a solution to the country’s political impasse less ...

1. **Mediation to tackle** labour dispute at the ILO
   You +1’d this publicly. Undo
   Nov 19, 2010 – **Mediation to tackle** labour dispute at the ILO ... a process of external, independent mediation as a way forward from the current impasse. ... The mediation process will have a broad scope, including all the issues that the Staff ...

2. **Mediators in last-ditch bid to break Madagascar impasse** - Times LIVE
   www.timeslive.co.za/.../Mediators-in-last-ditch-bid-to-break-Madagas...Cached
   You +1’d this publicly. Undo
   Comrades ready to tackle rot .... Mediators in last-ditch bid to break Madagascar impasse. Sapa-AFP | 2011-06-06 06:38:37.0. Image by: FERHAT MOMADE ... Senegal's democracy at stake in troubled election ...

3. seraseragasyCA : Message: BBC: Five African heads of state ...
dir.groups.yahoo.com/group/seraseragasyCA/message/2163Cached
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   1 post - Jun 9, 2002
   Africa leaders tackle Madagascar impasse. Five heads of state have ... The mediators in Dakar - the presidents of Senegal, Gabon, Ivory Coast, ...

Get more discussion results

4. **UK Workplace Mediation - Mediation** Articles & News - ADR Times
   www.adrtimes.com/articles/2011/12/.../uk-workplace-mediation.htmlCached
   You +1’d this publicly. Undo
   Dec 20, 2011 – ... Former Nigerian President Obasanjo to Lead Senegal Mediation · When to ... Fairytales and Myths – Applying the Hero Story to Mediation · Mediation, ... Hints it May Serve as Mediator in Russia · Arbitrator Selection Impasse ..... and more empowering way of tackling workplace disputes and the CMC are ...

5. African News
   www.50report.com/index.php?option=com_rssfactory...7..Cached
   You +1’d this publicly. Undo
   Senegal's vote Sunday pits the octogenarian incumbent president seeking a third term .... 2012-02-22, Global summit to tackle Somalia's woes »» ..... in Senegal on Tuesday to mediate the country's political impasse before a contentious ...

6. Latest News and Information on Mediation
   wdwpro.com/news/Mediation.htmlCached
   You +1’d this publicly. Undo
   Nigeria's ex-leader attempts mediation in Senegal - San Jose Mercury News ... Tuesday to try to mediate a solution to the country's political impasse, less than a week before ... New mediator to tackle ITC, Wakf dispute - Daily News & Analysis ...

7. IRIN Asia | PAPUA NEW GUINEA: Tackling clan conflict | Papua ...
   You +1’d this publicly. Undo
   Jan 7, 2011 – "Everything revolves around mediation, negotiation and compensation, and that's ... PAPUA NEW GUINEA: Political impasse threatens stability ...

8. ZWNews.com - linking the world to Zimbabwe
Senegal leader seeks to end Britain-Zimbabwe row. AFP ... "Wade and Mbeki are in a sort competition over who deals better in tackling the Zimbabwean crisis" ... But Wade, who has expressed concern that the impasse between ... warned that Wade risked being viewed as a European Union mediator.

9. Secretary-General, Opening Annual General Debate, Urges World ...

Scholarly articles for conflict resolution and peacemaking
From intractable conflict through conflict resolution to ... - Bar-Tal - Cited by 224

Peacemaking in Rwanda: the dynamics of failure - Jones - Cited by 100
Criminology as peacemaking - Pepinsky - Cited by 174
PEACEMAKING AND CONFLICT RESOLUTION: From Kindergarten to the Middle East.
Forrest S. Mosten. INNAGURAL LECTURE: FORREST S. MOSTEN ...

4. Peacemaking and Conflict Resolution - The Foundation for P.E.A.C.E.

5. You +1'd this publicly. Undo

Organization aims to promote community and international peace by helping people find personal peace, share their views of world peace and how to achieve it, ...

5. Topics in Social Psychology: Conflict and Peacemaking (CROW)

6. You +1'd this publicly. Undo

Lots of good resources on conflict and peacemaking can be found here including .... realize this issue was ultimately one of game theory and conflict resolution?

6. Home - Peacemaker Ministries

7. You +1’d this publicly. Undo

Peacemaker Ministries trains and assists Christian adults and children to resolve personal, church, business, and legal conflict through biblical peacemaking, ...

7. Are Peacemakers Helping or Harming? Conflict Resolution and the ...

8. You +1’d this publicly. Undo

May 27, 2011 – The gap between the science and practice of conflict resolution presents a dangerous challenge to the field of peacemaking today, particularly ...

8. FPU Center for Peacemaking and Conflict Studies -

9. You +1’d this publicly. Undo

There are many sources of training in conflict resolution. The Peacemaking and Conflict Studies Program at FPU is unique in its strong emphasis on practical ...

9. Learning Peace: Conflict Resolution Workshops and More

10. You +1’d this publicly. Undo

Ms. Drew is recognized around the world as an expert on conflict resolution and peacemaking for schools, workplaces, and families. Click here for a complete ...
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1. Teach Conflict Resolution

2. You +1’d this publicly. Undo

Instructor led training material to teach conflict resolution programs.

2. What Is Conflict Resolution

3. You +1’d this publicly. Undo

www.corporatetrainingmaterials.com/
LAW INSTEAD OF KILLING, MURDER, AND WAR
Bin Laden’s attack on the NYC Towers was mass murder by a handful of opponents of US foreign policy. Response to individual or small group violence is a police responsibility, and the world has Interpol for its protection. But the US leaders inflated the enemies into the status of a nation and attacked with the full armed force of the largest military in the world. D

“Pakistan seeks Interpol help in ex-leader’s arrest” by MUNIR AHMED, The Associated Press. 22 Feb 2012

ISLAMABAD — Pakistan will ask Interpol for help in arresting ex-president Pervez Musharraf regarding his failure to prevent the assassination of former Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto, the interior minister said Tuesday.

Rehman Malik said the government was seeking Musharraf’s arrest because he purportedly failed to provide adequate security for Bhutto, who was killed in a gun and suicide bomb attack in 2007.

He made the comments in a televised address to lawmakers in Sindh province, Bhutto’s political stronghold.

An Interpol spokesman said any eventual request from Pakistan would be “assessed in accordance with our rules and regulations.” The spokesman for the Lyon, France-based international police agency was not authorized to be publicly named, in accordance with Interpol policy.

Musharraf, a one-time U.S. ally, went into self-exile in Britain in 2008 after being forced out of the presidency he secured in a 1999 military coup. The current government is being run by Musharraf’s political rivals, and the president is Bhutto’s widower and political heir.

A Pakistani court issued an arrest warrant for Musharraf last year over the allegations.

Musharraf, an ex-army general who wants to return to Pakistan to contest what will be bitterly contested elections likely this year, said the government was playing politics over the case. Musharraf has repeatedly denied any legal responsibility in the killing.

“This is all politics,” he told ARY television station Tuesday. “It’s just point-scoring and nothing else.”

Pakistan may ask Interpol to issue a so-called red notice, the agency’s
highest-level alert, equivalent to putting a suspect on its mostwanted list. Such a notice on Musharraf would alert police in all member countries to heed the Pakistani warrant and arrest Musharraf.
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